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Abstract
Optimization of English Communication Skill of second semester students of English
Literature program is one of important learning progress to be achieved. They have
been endorsed to be better since they had English conversation class in ﬁrst semester.
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Along with English conversation class in ﬁrst semester, students also learned other
competences of English skill such as grammar, writing, listening, and writing subjects.
However, applying grammatical feature of English into speaking activity was still a
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great difﬁculty for those who took English conversation class in second semester.
Most of the students were still difﬁcult to construct their ideas into proper simple
English composition utterances. Based on this problem, this research was focused on
Optimization of students’ English communication skill and their English grammatical
competence by applying Role-Play technique in English conversation class of second
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English speaking skill and their English grammatical competence and the Factors. It
is concluded that Role-play Technique contributes signiﬁcantly in optimized students’
understanding in applying English grammatical competence into English Speaking Skill
contextually.
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1. Introduction
English communication skill is important for students of English Departement in Faculty
of Humaniora, Bung Hatta University. Because in the advanced semester, studen’s learning activities will be emphasized on analyzing of literary works of English such as Prose,
Drama, and Poetry. The early stage for the provision to the advanced semester, they
have to adapt four skill of English communication very well such as; speaking, writing,
reading, and listening. Nevertheless, acquiring English speaking skill seemed not easy
for second semester students of 2017. Based on classroom speaking observation, it
was found that the general problem was their basic knowledge about English such
inadequate of vocabulary, deﬁcient knowledge about grammatical feature of English,
and misspelled while they spoke.
Observing classroom English speaking activity was found that limitation on English
vocabulary background knowledge was the crusial problem. This limitedness affected
students’ activity in English speaking such as they had difﬁculties in distinguishing some
words as a Verb or as a modal auxilary that made them difﬁcult to talk because they did
not know the appropriate words to deliver message and sometime they mixed it as they
liked based on ideas.
Murtiana says in her research that having a great amount of vocabulary background
knowledge is one of the foundamental elements to make students enable to use English
more conﬁdently and succesfully as their oral language skill (5). From her opinion, it
can be concluded that being able in English speaking must be required with a great
amount of vocabulary background knowledge; so that, the learners can speak ﬂuently
with good self conﬁdent. Unfortunately, classroom observation of speaking activity was
shown that there were great adversity of students in stringging the words into English
oral Utterances grammatically. Consequently, most of their utterances were incompleted
forms. On the other hand, students also had problem in pronouncing. They faced some
difﬁculty to indentify phonemic aspect of English words pronunciation. For this reason,
it was quite difﬁcult to identify the ideas of their speaking messages. These problem
were happened because they did not get used with target language such as in speaking
activity.
In addition, students also dealed with psychology difﬁculties while they helt up their
English speaking activity in the class. Based on classroom speaking activity observation,
they worried and and felt embarrassed whenever they had mistake or an error because
of the tendency of English speaking pratice. Otherwise, the aspects of transaction of the
conversation between students was not good. They did a lot of long term of shifting or
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silent; because, they were not familiar with the function of the words based on grammatical feature of English while conducting spontaneous English speaking performance in
the class.
Due the problems of English speaking skill above, classroom English speaking technique used by the lecturer could not give any headway toward students’ problem in
English speaking. The activity of English converastion just concerned on given conversation through reading aloud and asked students to practice the conversation in pair. This
technique seemed to be interesting for the students but it could not give any leverage
toward the issue of student’s oral skill signiﬁcantly. Another technique implemented in
English conversation was question and answer by doing discussion section about the
main idea of the dialogue. As a result, it could not provide the learners wide opportunity
of excercise in producing systematic verbal utterances to convey meaning into target
foreign language such as English. Otherwise, Pallawa in his research suggests that
classroom learning English activity has to involve the learner into the complex process
of target language in using the forms and rules of English oral interaction between
students; so that, the interaction between students provides the activity of negotiation
meaning, decoding, and comprehension (7).
From the techniques of teaching speaking above, it can be assumed that students’
English speaking activity just concerned to textual speaking activity. Students just learnt
about pronoucing the dialogues and ﬁgure out the messeges of the dialogues. Wahyuni
says that to make students enable to speak of target language, they have to get involve
directly to that language interaction through peer and group works. As a result, students
are brought to self exercise in using the language in their own way (9). For these reasons,
teaching technique has a great role in providing students wide opportunity to get involve
actively in target language interaction; consequently, self exercising of language used
can be conducted communicatively.
Improving students’ speaking skill, the participant of oral foreign language need convenient teaching technique with speaking problem that had been faced by the second
semester students of English Literature Program at Faculty of humaniora in Bung Hatta
University. Nunan has proposed that one of the techniques that can be assumed to be
able to give enhancement through implementing of Role Play technique. Because Role
Play technique emphasizes on the importance of providing foerign language learners of
opportunities to acquire language through communication by introducing the learners
about range of function and structure and the areas of vocabulary that possibly used in
daily conversation of target language and it could enlarge the ability of speaking in any
situation (6).
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According to Wahyuni in her research, she says that to solve the problem of English
speaking skill, students need to be required with an effective teaching technique that
assist students to enhance their ability in using target language. Beside that, teaching
technique also facilitates foreign language learner to utilize target language become
their language skill in speaking activity (9). In short, to promote students to enhance
their English speaking skill, teaching technique has to assist students and facilitate them
to utilize English speaking become their oral language skill.
As a result of implementation of role play technique to teach English speaking skill
was providing students to exploration of dialy activity in their oral communication activity.
Through role play, it could activate their background knowledge and delivered it into
their own situational conversation of role play so that they could have good contextual
understanding about the aspect of linguistic features of target language such as grammar, vocabulary used, ﬂuency, and natural interaction in speaking.
According to Harmer, role play technique has the distinct advantages for students
to improve their English speaking skill (2). Applying role play can motivate them to get
involve in spontanous collague oral language interaction of English that provokes their
self conﬁdence better to talk their own background information. In addition, role play
broadens the word of classroom speaking activity that allows students to exercise wider
range of language feature spontanously.
Since role play was assumed to be effective in teaching speaking of English as foreign
language, the researcher was going to use this technique in conducting a classroom
action research. According to the academic guidance book of English Literature Program of Humaniora faculty of Bung Hatta university about Converation II describes that
conversation learning activity has to teach and train the students to speak in simple
expresions and contextually. It can be assumed that role play technique was suitable
with the goal of learning process in order to enhance the students’ English Speaking skill
and grammatical competence of second semester of 2017 academic year. The research
was conducted to answer research questions as follow:
1. To what extent can role play technique enhance English speaking skill and grammatical competence of second semester students of English Literature Program at
Faculty of Humaniora of Bung Hatta University.
2. What factors are involved in enhancing students’ English speaking skill and grammatical competence through role play technique of second semester student of
English Literature Program in Faculty of humaniora of Bung Hatta University
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2. Research Method
The research was a classroom action research (CAR) that concerned on improving student’s speaking skill and grammatical competence of English through role play technique where the researcher was involved in practical activity as a lecturer. The participant of this research was the second semester students of English Literature Program in
Faculty of Humaniora of Bung Hatta University. There were actually 36 students in that
class. The intsruments used in this research were observation sheets, speaking rubric,
interview, and ﬁeld note. The study was conducted on three cycles where each cycle
was orginized with plan, action, observation, and reﬂection.

3. Result
The objective of this research was to study to which extent can role play improve students’ English speaking skill and the factors are involved in improving students’ English
speaking skill through role play technique. So that, the researcher carried out research
ﬁnding explanation with data analysis that were accumulated through data collection
by using research instruments in order to determine students’ activities, their learning achievement, and to explore students’ response about the processes of classroom
English speaking activity through role play technique.
To observe students’ speaking basic competency, the research was started with giving an initial test by doing students’ speaking performance in the class. After conducted
the initial test, the mean score was accumulated as a starting point of students’ English
speaking skill improvement as well as observing basic competency of students’ English
speaking skill before giving treatment through role play technique. While having speaking performance, the activity was measured through speaking rubric. The data of the
initial test can be seen below:
Table 1: The Percentage of Students’ Initial-Test Speaking Components Score.
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In conclusion, there were unsufﬁcient of speaking skill; because the percentage of
the level was around the lower rank of the speaking rubric. It was between level 1 until
level 3 in generally where the utterances of students were in difﬁcult level; because,
they had unappropriate productive of spoken English. Mostly, they did frequent errors
about the major pattern of the dialogue. Moreover, they were difﬁcult to the delivery
the dialogue because of unsufﬁcient vocabulary. As a result, the dialogues were diffuse
and difﬁcult for understanding. Therefore, there must be further action implemented to
improve the students’ speaking ability to overcame students’ speaking problem.

3.1. To what extent role play technique can improve
students’ speaking skill
Role play technique for improving teaching and learning speaking gives signiﬁcant contribution toward students’ English speaking skill. This technique improves the aspect of
English speaking skill of learners. Role play technique brings the learners in practicing
structures and fuctions of target language into their background experiences and knowledge. As a result, role play technique for Speaking skill provides the foreign learners to
the domain of personal use of language that had been presented in the early stage of
teaching formally. Consequently, role play technique trains English foreign learners in
improving the ability of ﬂuency in oral communication.
Cycle one was the ﬁrst stage of the research to take an action toward the situation
of students’ problem. The objective of this stage was the problem that displayed at the
initial test. The problem was about unappropriate productive of English speaking skill.
Mostly, they did frequent errors about the major pattern of the dialogue or sentence.
Moreover, they were difﬁcult in delivering the dialogue because of unsufﬁcient of vocabulary. As ﬁrst cycle, it was organized into four stages namely; plan, action, observition,
and reﬂection. At this cycle, it was conducted onto four meeting by applying role play
technique. After conducting the meetings, the progress was observed through giving
test which was accumulated into the table 2 below:
From table 2, it can be seen that the distribution of students’ speaking components
was on the level 2,3, and 4 toward students’ speaking components (accent, grammar,
vocabulary, ﬂuency, and comprehension). Based on these rating scales level, students
still faced some problem which made their speaking interaction caused occasional misunderstanding and interfered the turn taking of conversation.
The ﬁrst cycle did not have signiﬁcant improvement on the students’ speaking ability.
Students’ achievement in overally was better than at the initial test. This condition rose
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Table 2: The percentage of Students’ Speaking Components Score of Cycle 1.

up after giving treatment in three types of role play. This progressive was effected by
the ideas of role play materials were close to their real condition. This conditions were
measured from the clarity of ideas of the dialogue and the topic. However, there were
the weaknesses of students’ speaking components which were needed to be revised
for next cycles.
In cycle two, the researcher concerned on the phenomenon in the ﬁrst cycle where
the students still had some problem for their speaking skill. Most of the students still had
uncertain understanding in implementing the features of sentences and the components
of speaking. It was found constant errors of major pattern of the dialogue that could
prefent the turn taking of speech while performing. A long with grammatical error of
basic pattern of speech, most of the students also had problem of words choice of
verb alteration that was inaccurate with the idea of the dialogue and grammar. As a
consequently, They restrained the burden while they want to talk in English spoken.
These burdens came from unsifﬁcient in linguistic knowledge such part of speech, pronounciation, unsufﬁcient of vocabulary.
The researcher improvised role play technique with another form role play. He prepared disordered guided role play technique. Speaking activity was not begun with
situational role play only, but he also gave disordered of the dialogues for students’
excercise. The aim was to take students into guided linguistic understanding such as
part of speech.
After conducting four meetings of cycle two through role play technique, students’
speaking English skill seemed to be better than in cycle one. The avarage score was
became 20,87 and the rating scales level of students’ speaking English components
became better; it was around level 3, 4, and 5. At these scales level, there was some
progress of students’ speaking English skill improvement that can be seen on table 3
below:
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Table 3: the Precentage of Students’ Speaking Components Score of Cycle 2.

Level of
level dari
speaking
skill
komponen
skil
components
bercakap

1
2
3
4
5
6

komponen
berbicara
Speakingkemapuan
skill components
AAccent
kse n

Frek
0
0
18
16
0
0

%
0
0
55
48
0
0

t a tGrammar
a b a h a s a kVocabular
o sak ata
y

lFluency
a n ca r

Frek % Frek % Frek
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
15
1
3
0
21 64 16 48 21
7
21 16 48 12
0
0
0
0
0

%
0
0
0
64
36
0

p e comprehension
m aham anan

Frek
0
0
0
12
21
0

%
0
0
0
36
64
0

From the table above, the level of speaking components were more concerned at
level 4. At this level, the decrese of each components of speaking did not interfere
clearlyness of utterances in their conversation. The dialogues were still unclear to be
listened to; because they did some errors for grammatical features, mispronunciation,
and limited vocabularies.
From reﬂection above, it can be concluded that classroom speaking activity did not
give signiﬁcant progress yet. Form the data analysis of second cycle, it was indicated
that most of the students still had a problem of speaking skill with foreign accent. Beside,
the problem was also described on grammar error showing imperfect control of some
patterns of the dialogue. Afterward, the composition of sentence item of the dialogues
were contained unappropriate words choice with the topic and the message of role play.
The last problem was hesitant in uttering the dialogue.
Concerning on students’ problem in cycle 2, most of the students had difﬁculties
toward their speaking skill. It was reﬂected on the indicators description of speaking
rubric at the test of cycle two. From the data analysis, it indicated that most of the
students had still produced foreign accent and mispronunciation. In addition, grammar
errors were detected while they had been performing their role play in the class. For
these reasons, most of the students were still oppressed by self conﬁdent to speak;
because, they still dialed with uncertain understanding about basic knowledge of
English such as English part of speech, pronunciation, and vocabulary. As a result,
their accent was still awkward and led to occasional misunderstanding, and the ﬂuency
of role play conversation between students was not smooth.
Based on students’ problem description above, the researcher needed to conduct
the research to third cycle in order to prevent the weaknesses of students’ speaking skill
based on students’ speaking skill evaluation and assesment. The activities were still the
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same pattern by applying three types of role play such as disordered guided role play,
ﬁll in the blank guided role play, and situational role play. Teaching and learning through
role play activity in cycle three was conducted onto four meeting and it was going to be
devided into plan, action, observation, and reﬂection.
After conducting four meeting of cycle 3, the testing session was helt up at meeting
ﬁve of cycle 3. Students were directed to perform situational role play. Students were
given situational problem as discussion object of their conversation. From the test activity, it was found that the avarage of students’ speaking skill was had good score where
they can reach 22 as their higher score. To overview students’ speaking development
more speciﬁcally, it could be seen from the table below. The table describes about the
development of the components of speaking skill.
Table 4: The Percentage of Students’ Speaking Components Score of Cycle 3.
Level

levelofdari
speaki
komponen
ng
skil
compo
nenent
bercakap

1
2
3
4
5
6

Speaking skill Components
komponen kemapuan berbicara
Akse n
Accent

Frek
0
0
18
16
0
0

tatabahasa
Grammar

%
0
0
55
48
0
0

Frek
0
0
5
10
13
0

%
0
0
15
30
39
0

kosakata
Vocabulary

Frek
0
0
1
16
16
0

%
0
0
3
48
48
0

lancar
Fluency

Frek
0
0
0
21
12
0

%
0
0
0
64
36
0

pe m aham anan
Comprehension

Frek
0
0
0
12
21
0

%
0
0
0
36
64
0

From table 3 above, it reﬂected the signiﬁcant of role play technique for improving
English spoken skill. 39 % of students had better understanding about grammar. About
13 students could reach level 5 of speaking rubric for grammar skill. Grammar skill at level
5 indicated that students already had better understanding about structure and function
of simple form part of speech in oral communication of English. in role play activity, they
already understand about the alteration of verb.
Students’ vocabulary background knowledge at thirth cycle was better better than
before. 60 % percent of the students were at level 5. At this level, 18 students already
had variety of vocabulary and espression in their dialogues that related to the topic. For
ﬂuency and comprehension aspects, 67% of students could reach level 4 and level 5. At
this condition, 20 students already had smooth speech to express the ideas clearly and
logiscally. Automatically, every utterances of role play dialogues could be understood
well; however, occasional repetition of the dialogues was required sometime.
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From table 4 above, students’ speaking skill was consentrated on score 5 of speaking
rubric. The condition of students’ speaking achievement was much better. From the
description of speaking rubric described that the ability to deliver ideas and messages
through oral activity was in the appropriate phase for dialy communication activity. Role
play technique helped students to comprehen the aspect oral communication skill such
as grammar, vaoculary, ﬂuency, accent, and the ability to comprehen the idea and message.
As reﬂected on classroom English spoken activities, students’ English spoken skill of
second semester at English Literature Program at Faculty of Humaniora of Bung Hatta
University has improved. This improvement was caused by the implementation of role
play technique in every cycles of the research. In particularly, this teaching speaking
technique gave good contribution toward the components of English speaking skill. The
progresses of students’ speaking skill from pre-test and the test of each cycles as the
following.

Figure 1: the percentage of Students’ Speaking Components Score of Each Tes.

Students’ speaking skill improvement was not only displayed from the components
of speaking but also refelcted on the score of the test. At initial test, the score was
acumulated about 14,93; afterward, the condition was in progress to reach better score
up to last thirth cycle. In general, the progress can be seen in the graph below:
It can be concluded that the greater extent of role play technique can improve students’ English spoken skill. It can be seen from the result of quantitative data analyzing
above at every cycle. The degree of extent was rose up in every cycle. Speciﬁcally,
it can viewed from initial test and the test of three cycles. From those tests, role play
technique bring to a certain extent of the aspects of foreign learners’ English spoken
such as pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, ﬂuency, and the ability to comprehen the
speech.
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Figure 2: the percentage of average score of speaking of Each test.

3.2. The factors of students’ speaking English skill improvement
through role play technique
Role play as classroom speaking activity can improve students’ English speaking skill.
Based on data of the research wich conducted in second semester student of English
Literature Program at Faculty of Humaniora of Bugn Hatta university, the researcher
formulated the factors of students’ English speaking skill improvement through role play
technique.
Firstly, communicative activity of role play inﬂuences the improvement of students’
understanding about grammatical feature. They learn the sentence pattern by explanation dan example given contextually. Memorizing of the dialogues was not the object
of English speaking activity; but students’ utterances were in the right pattern of simple
form.
Futhermore, communicative activity of role play also inﬂuences the ﬂuency of student
when they had role play performance. It made them easier to convei the idea into the
dialogue; eventhough, they prefered to express it in simple form of sentence pattern.
Automatically, the utterances of dialogues were clear enaough to be understood by
speaking partner of the students and the researcher himself.
Another factor of role play technique in improving students’ English speaking skill is
the role in the conversation. This factor have signiﬁcant contribution toward the progress
of improving students’ English speaking skill. It leads English speaking learners into
theoretical and contextual understanding of language features of English. For theoretical understanding, the role in the conversation of role play technique brings foreign
language learner into practicing linguistic to set a proper part of specch based on the
role they are going to play. Automatically, it also helps them to be accurate in using
grammar variation and vocabulary properly.
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Last of all, the setting of role play is very important in inﬂuencing the improvement
of students’ English speaking skill. In particular, the setting of role play helps the students to enrich their English speaking skill components such pronounciation, grammar,
vocabulary, ﬂuency, and the ability to comprehen. It was displayed on ﬁeldnote of three
cycles where most of the students were more active in performing their role play in the
class
The beneﬁt of setting in role play is the active phase of learning and offers an opprotunity for students to make personal use of language in a certain situation and place. In
preparing their role play dialogue, they have to imagine where the setting is took place.
As a result, they are also provided with the task of using exact utterances.
In conclusion, role play technique for teaching English spoken skill toward foreign
language learner can give signiﬁcant improvement. English spoken skill improvement
is stimulated by some factors of role play toward the aspects of English spoken skill of
college students at second semester in English Literature of Bung Hatta University. Communicative activity factors contributes the aspect grammatical features and the speech
ﬂuency because it based on realife activity. The role in conversation factor brings English
spoken learners to understand usage and use of grammar, vocabulary knowledge, the
ability of speech comprehension. The last is the setting of role play factor. It provides
the foreign learner to improvise their enthusiastic to talk in group discussion and performance.

4. Discussion
The implementation of role play technique in second semester of English speaking class
of English Literature Program at Faculty of Humaniora of Bugn Hatta University that registered 2017 gives an effort in improving students’ English speaking skill. Role play technique improves students’ achievement of pronouncing, grammatical features, contextual
vocabularies used in simple expression of the dialogues, ﬂuency and comprehensible
of the students. The improvement can be seen in the mean score of students’ speaking
activity. The mean score was increased from 14,93 to 17,57 at the initial test to cycle one.
Then, in cycle one to cycle two, the mean score was getting better from 17,57 to 20,87.
After cycle two to cycle three, the mean score of students was rose up from 20,87 to 22.
The factors are communicative activity, role in the conversation, and the setting of role
play. For communicative activity of role play technique, the students are provided with
contextual English speaking activity that closed to their background experiences and
knowledges. As a result, the aspect of communicative activity has improved students’
DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i14.4326
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English speaking skill. Just like Maley says that role play is the active phase of learning
and offers an opportunity for students to make personal use of language (3). Indeed, the
ability to communicate of English can not be adapted if learning English spoken activity
is not concerned on giving wide opportunity to explore the use of language; otherwise,
role play technique brings learners to improvise the used of language.
The next factor in improving students’ English speaking skill through role play technique is the role in the conversation. It stimulates the learners from passive become
active to talk in familiar situation and problem with personal discourse of the students.
As a result, it inﬂuences speaking ﬂuency of students; because they have alredy known
the idea or message of the dialogue. Brown says that role play technique provides the
English-speaking learners some rehearsal time so that students can map out what they
are going to say (1). It can be assumed that role play technique provides English Spoken
learner to get used in utterancing the ideas through proper expression based on the
role in the conversation and increase their ﬂuency in English spoken interaction.
Based on research ﬁnding, Role in the conversation of role play technique also helps
the learners to be more adaptable with language features and lexical items of English.
Through the role in the conversationas, it brings the students to the necessity of acquiring certain structurs in English speaking activity and have their understanding the usage
and use of English. Just like Maley says that role play lends itself to almost every type:
structures, lexis, functions, intonation pattern, and so on (3). It clears that applying role
play activity for speaking English is correlated with developing linguistic aspect of communication. It is also proved by Amelis at her research in 2006 toward Economic class
of language centre at State Islamic University of Sultan Kasim Riau. From her research
ﬁnding, role play technique gives signiﬁcant improvement toward students’ low speaking skill and improvises their English spoken skill through role play technique.
Understanding the role in their conversation, they have wide range of time for group
work practicing of speech accent of English while they perform role play dialogue in pair.
It is correlated with Murcia and Goodwin opinion; they say that role play is the proper
media for practicing pronunciation which are fully contextualized, including gestures and
body language, and provide a mutitude of opportunities for practicing natural speech (4).
It reﬂected in research ﬁeld where the learners had to understand the message from
the dialogues and analyzed the intonation of the speech and gesture. Moreover, role
play performance brought them to natural speech activity.
Through understanding the setting of role play, the students are provided with the
practicing of structures and functions that presented by the teacher in early stage of
the lesson or the course. Harmer says that by broadening the world of the classroom to
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include the world outside, they ellow students to use a much wider range of language
(2).
In conclusion, role play technique orientation is to take language learners to contextual communication activity as well as adapatation of languistic aspect. The factors of
students’ speaking improvement through role play increases learners’ knowledge about
linguistic aspect of English for speaking skill of second semester students of English
Literature Program at Faculty of Humaniora of Bung Hatta University that registered
2017 academic years. This research ﬁnding is also supported by Rosmaliwarni ﬁnding
that role play technique was more effective than information gap activity for students’
speaking skill (8). role play technique give signiﬁcant effect toward students’ motivation
and interest to speak English.

5. Conclusion, Implication, and Suggestion
5.1. Conclusion
Based on research ﬁnding, the implementation of role play technique in speaking class
improves students’ English speaking skill. The primary ﬁnding of the research is the
extent of students’ English speaking skill improvement through role play technique.
Another primary ﬁnding of the research is the factors of students’ English speaking
skill imrpovement through role play technique. The factors are communicative activity,
the role in conversation, and the setting of role play. Those factors improve students’
understanding about grammatical used, to enrich their vocabulary background knowledge, their pronounciation skill; so that, it also improves students’ selve conﬁdence and
interactive skill in speaking English.

5.2. Implication
Research ﬁnding implies that role play technique is capable to improve students’
speaking English skill. The strength of role play technique in improving students’ English
speaking skill are communicative activity between students and their background
experience, and students’ understanding about the role in conversation and the setting
of role play. In addition, Weir says that the technique (role-play) can be valid in both face
and content terms for a wide variety of situations and the experience of the examination
(10).
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The weakness of role play technique is if the role in conversation and the setting of
role play is not related with students’ background knowledge. The activity of speaking
will not be communicatively and it will lead the students into textual speaking activity.
Students can not explore their own understanding in english speaking activity.

5.3. Suggestion
1. It’s suggested to English lecturer who has the problem in teaching speaking to
apply role play technique in improving students’ speaking skill.
2. It’s suggested to English speaking teacher to get a good knowledge about implementation of role play technique.
3. It’s suggested to other researcher to conduct other communicative teaching technique to improve students’ English speaking skill.
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